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THE STORMTROOPER 

   

This first issue of “The StormTrooper” has been released of the 20th of April 2010 to coincide with the birth of the patron 

of National Socialism. Our publication stands before the public with the goal of spreading national and racial 

consciousness among the people of Britain. Being found witness to the openly exploitative, capitalistic, anti-British and 

anti-White policies of the so-called “democratic government” of this country, we see the creation of a hard-line and 

radical movement of British patriots and nationalists to be the only possible way to save the British people from 

extinction in a decadent system of capitalism, liberal “morality” and racial miscegenation. 

  We see the almost open genocide of the British people and it is the work not of “Nazis”, “extremists”, or 

“fundamentalists”, it is the work of THE PREACHERS AND PROPHETS OF “FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY”. The situation is 

truly deadly for the future of the British Nation. Henceforth, we have decided to start the publication of this periodical 

publication as a means to educate at least a part of the Nation and also to act as a voice of truth and real freedom in the 

midst of psychological terror, liberal-Zionist indoctrination and, all in all, an atmosphere of lies and self-hate. 

  We have been and are being lied to by the criminal establishment of oligarchic-capitalist bandits that we are on the 

way to “progress”, but, if we view this from the long-time perspective of OUR OWN NATION, then it becomes obvious, that 

we, the TRUE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN, are subjected to a slow, but well thought out and SYSTEMATIC programme of racial 

genocide. 

  The only real choice before us here is either a “democratic and free” surrender to the forces of degeneration and anti-

British genocide, or a fanatical re-establishment of the TOTAL AND ABSOLUTE POWER of the WHITE BRITISH NATION in its 

HOLY LAND, known as Great Britain. 

  The purpose of this periodical publication will be described shortly bellow. In the following pages an outline survey of 

the essential and fundamental goals of the British National Socialist Movement shall also be presented to the public. 

 

I. The Purpose of our Publications 

  The reason we have decided to publish this periodical, titled “The Stormtrooper”, is that we wish to present to the 

White British masses of this country various facts and ideas which are hidden from society. If not hidden, then 

demonised and lied about. The means for this incredible swindle are mass media brainwashing techniques, creation of 
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the DOGMA of “democracy” and, as we see today, the open destruction of what is truly British. What is truly British, is 

truly WHITE and truly EUROPEAN, it is NOT and it can NEVER BE not White. We believe this is practically self evident, 

however, the truth is not understood by many of our fellow countrymen due to the effectiveness of the cosmopolitan 

brainwashing in Britain and the Western world. In the pages of this publications we, The British National Socialist 

Movement, intend to present not only political matters from a CATHEGORICALLY WHITE BRITISH PERSPECTIVE, but also 

information and facts about questions like Zionism, international finance and, of course, THE WORLDWIDE JEWISH 

CONSPRACY FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE EUROPEAN PEOPLES THROUGH MONGRELIZATION AND RACIAL MIXING. 

 

II. Our Propaganda 

  Before shortly discussing this matter, we shall define what we understand as propaganda. We understand propaganda 

as an essential means in forming “public opinion” through media, both the spoken and the written word. The GOAL of 

propaganda is making an individual or a group of individuals believe in and, or support a certain idea, or know a 

certain fact. The system of international finance capitalism and exploitation has a huge empire of propaganda, which is 

directed to spread anti-national sentiment and cosmopolitanism among the people, thus making them easily subjected 

to the plan of “a multiracial society”. Our propaganda, however, is intended as a radical answer to it and as counter 

propaganda to the propaganda of the Zionist controlled system. We hope that it will help to awaken at least some of our 

countrymen and make the idea of a MASS POLITICAL MOVEMENT FOR THE LIBERATION OF BRITAIN  a possible reality. 

 

III Our Worldview 

  We, the publishers of THE STORMTROOPER, believe in the fundamental principles of the NATIONAL SOCIALIST 

WORLDVIEW. We, The British National Socialist Movement, as National Socialists, are nationalists, socialists and racialists. 

We shall define these terms elsewhere, however. 

 

IV. The Goal of our Publication 

  To act as a means of educating the British Masses and help to awaken our people for a true spiritual revolution which 

is the only true premise for a real NATIONAL REVOLUTION in Great Britain, without which we do not imagine and can not 

imagine a realistic future for our Nation. 
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WHAT IS THE BRITISH NATIONAL SOCIALIST MOVEMENT? 

  First of all, it is the movement which stands for the national-racial interests of the British Nation. Here we shall present 

to the public the fundamental ideas of our movement and, of course, our political goals. 

 

NATION AND RACE 

  We are, above everything, nationalists. This means that we stand for OUR NATION and its independence from foreign or 

domestic influences which may be detrimental to its interests. What is the British Nation? The British Nation consists of 

all past, living and future generations of the British people. We understand the NATION as a synthesis of all past, present 

and future generations of our folk. Folkhood is the basis of the British people. However, the basis of FOLKHOOD is RACE. 

A true Zulu is a BLACK man; a true Russian is a WHITE man as a true Japanese is a YELLOW man. Henceforth, a Negro can 

never be a Briton as a White man can never be a Chinese, a Zulu or any other NON WHITE ethnicity. 

  The prophets of the “multiracial” insanity, of course, will object this. But let us apply a logical and rational approach 

to this matter. Race is a biological-psychological, physical-spiritual entity. This means that each race has its own specific 

biological and outward characteristics and also its psychological and inner characteristics. This set of traits makes each 

race unique and specific. Miscegenation, interracial “relationships”, henceforth, are a disgusting, but subtile form of 

racial genocide, i. e., it destroys race and creates a heap of raceless trash. Race is the collective spirit, soul, seen from 

without, as the collective soul and spirit is race seen from within. We, as Britons, belong to the WHITE ARYAN race.  We, 

as a Nation, as a PEOPLE, DEMAND our LIVING SPACE IN THE LAND OF GREAT BRITAIN, LIVING SPACE FREE FOR THE PURE 

PROPAGATION OF THE WHITE BRITISH ELEMENT. Of course, we accept the idea of BLACK NATIONALISM in BLACK LIVING 

space, namely, AFIRCA and the nationalism of the racially mongoloid peoples in THEIR living space, namely, ASIA. 

  Therefore, the RACE  and the NATION are our HIGHEST VALUES. As was mentioned above, we are nationalists, to be more 

definite, we are BRITISH RACIAL NATIONALISTS. “The Laws of the Tribe”, as the American National Socialist Lincoln 

Rockwell called and formulated them in written form, are fundamental parts of our WORLDVIEW. Here they are as they 

were set forth by Rockwell himself in his book WHITE POWER: “There is no need for this understanding of the scientific 
principles of successful group living among those in healthy societies where natural instincts are unimpaired. Animals, 
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for instance, have orderly, successful "societies" because Nature gives every social creature all the instincts he needs for 
successful group living. Wolves, ants, bees and apes for instance, have highly organized and thoroughly healthy, orderly 
societies. Early men had healthy societies. Then man's growing control over Nature allowed him to escape his natural 
environment, surround himself with artificialities and luxury until he became decadent and full of arrogant conceit-a 
conceit that is today called "liberalism". Only by going back to the simpler and more primitive life-situation of the 
unthinking and uncivilized animal world, and observing the workings of the instincts given them by the Creator, can we 
catch a glimpse of the wonders of what has also been given us-and which we have thrown away. Nature has created 
"breeds" with which she can experiment and seek always better breeds, just as does a good farmer. The Creator, being 
an infinitely wiser farmer than any human, absolutely insists on the purity, the sanctity-the BIOLOGICAL INTEGRITY of 
each group. But Nature, like a farmer breeding cows, can improve the breed only by fostering the breeding of the better 
type, and eliminating the poorer type. Nature accomplishes this task with the most powerful instincts we are given: LOVE 
of our own, and HATRED of those who intrude-or "outsiders". These two instincts are equally important: Love is not 
"good" while hate is "evil"-which is the canard so dearly loved by the Jews, liberals, hippies, queers, and half-wits. 
Love is indeed incredibly powerful, and good, when it is NATURAL. LOVE, the natural, healthy kind, is indeed what 
makes the world go round, and is the most beautiful, holy miracle we ever see here on this earth. BUT WITHOUT A 
DEADLY HATE OF THAT WHICH THREATENS WHAT WE LOVE, LOVE IS AN EMPTY WORD, A CATCHWORD FOR HIPPIES, QUEERS, 
AND COWARDS. I should like to write much more of this particular law of social living, because, as we shall see, 
BIOLOGICAL INTEGRITY is the essence, the be-all and end-all of National Socialism when applied to Aryan society-and, 
indeed, of every healthy human society which has ever existed. But there simply is not space in this work for the book 
that could be written on this subject alone. I can only sum up by saying that the first law of all group living by social 
creatures is BIOLOGICAL INTEGRITY; absolute, total and uncompromising loyalty to one's own racial group based on a 
consuming love, and absolute, uncompromising hatred of any outsiders who intrude and threaten to mix their genes 
with those of the females of one's own group. The everyday way this law is manifested is love of one's own kind, and 
hatred of aggressive intruders (which is why most healthy Whites have such instinctive abhorrence of "niggers", Jews, 
and other "aliens"). The second most important law is the law of TERRITORY. For example, ten or twenty males of the 
tiny tropical fish called "swordtails" will each stake out a section of a tank as soon as they are placed in it, and they 
will attack any intrusion by another male. If females are introduced into the tank, the males will fight over them, as 
expected. But the surprise to science was that sex is not the strongest motive in the life of these little fish. If you start 
cooling the water in their tank, you can reach a point where the water is so cold the males no longer give much of a 
damn when you introduce the females. When the water gets so cold as almost to kill the little fish, they pay no attention 
at all to the females. But even when they are on the point of almost freezing to death, they will still come out 
ferociously to defend their TERRITORY-their private property! National Socialism is based, among other things, on this 
concept of private property. The law of TERRITORY comes out as "Nationalism" and private property in human society. 
Throughout the animal kingdom, the leader is never chosen by vote, but always by the natural selection established by 
Nature as the only sure method of insuring that the group is led by the best-combat. This I have called the law of 
LEADERSHIP. Once each member of an animal society learns his or her place in the natural biological order of 
toughness, wisdom, and cleverness, each member settles down into his own niche and the group is relatively peaceful 
and orderly. Only when young males begin to mature and have to fight their way up or down the ladder is there serious 
battles. And then, as soon as each male learns who he can whip, and who can whip him, he settles down and lives 
peacefully and contentedly in that place he has found for himself. Thus is established two more of the fundamental 
principles or laws of all group living - LEADERSHIP by the best, and a natural hierarchy or scale of leadership of all the 
other members of the group - STATUS. Finally, a study of the animal world establishes that females stay out of the affairs 
of males, and specialize in producing and rearing the young by organizing healthy families. To summarize: There are 
five basic laws of all group living, which I have called "THE LAWS OF THE TRIBE"; (1) The law of BIOLOGICAL INTEGRITY 
(love inside, hate outside); (2) The law of TERRITORY (private property); (3) The law of LEADERSHIP (by the best); (4) The 
law of STATUS (or the natural place of every individual in a group); and (5) MOTHERHOOD for females. With these 
natural principles in operation, as they are throughout the whole world of social animals, there is a relative peace and 
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order in the group. It is only when the group somehow is forced into unnatural conditions that the God-given instincts to 
obey these iron laws of Nature fail.” 

  This being set forth here, we believe that the above is enough for our countrymen to understand our fundamental 

stance on the issue of NATION AND RACE. 

 

NATIONALISM AND SOCIALISM 

  We call ourselves NATIONAL SOCIALISTS. Here we shall explain what is meant by the “Socialist” part of our name and, 
henceforth, political position. As we have explained, a fundamental part of our doctrine is nationalism and, as an 

inseparable element, racialism. However, it is our conviction that genuine nationalism, when implemented in the 

system of a state must be a guarantee of social justice, economic order and non-Marxist Socialism. How do we define 

this “Socialism”? Actually, it is quite an easy concept which, in its essence, is represented by the following phrase: “The 
common interest before self interest.” This idea is fundamentally opposed to liberalism and the poison of individualism. 

Individualism makes one imagine one is a personality, but, instead of making the personality truly valuable and 

worthy, it makes it into a degenerate egotistic entity which is a decadent element within society. Of course, the liberal 

preachers will start screaming that we deny “individual self expression” or “individual freedom”. That is not true. The 

noble and true expression and personality of the individual is manifest when the individual attaches himself to a 

community, to a collective. This community is the FOLK COMMUNITY, THE NATIONAL COLLECTIVITY. Such a concept is 

hostile to all egalitarian doctrines, known as “democracy”, “Marxian socialism” and similar ANTI NATIONAL concepts. 

When one adheres to his Folk, to his People, then one adheres to one‟s Nation. Thus we perceive that the concept of 

individualism actually works against the personality by making it degenerate and spiritually empty. Collectivity, non-

Marxist Socialism, on the other hand, makes the individual, the personality, PART OF SOMETHING GREATER THEN 
HIMSELF.  Only thus can the personality become idealistic, conscious of something above itself and, therefore, strive 

towards what is higher. 

  In the sphere of economic thinking, we stand in fundamental opposition to both the madness of Marxism and also of 

finance capitalism. Of course, all of this flows directly from the doctrine of National Socialism. Instead of an 

international system of finance and exploitation, we stand for a NATIONAL system of LABOUR and WORTH CREATED BY 
LABOUR.  We deny the idea of “making money with money”, of speculating on the stock exchange, we ARE 
FANNATICALLY OPPESED TO ANY KIND OF PARASITISM, FINANCIAL OR OTHERWISE.  We stand for the idea of creating a 

Peoples state, based on SOCIAL JUSTICE FOR ALL BRITONS WHO DO HONEST WORK. How can we define this? Genuine work 

creates something worthwhile, be it physical or intellectual labour.  

  The replacement of an international system of finance and interest capital with a national and organic system of 

NATIONAL ECONOMY is one of the most necessary things for the revival of the British Nation. Instead of giving away the 

possible benefits of British labour and toil to capitalist exploiters, non Britons and other alien elements, the State policy 

should promote the creation of national corporations and businesses to create a strong purchasing power for the British 

People, by promoting production by the state economy. The abolition of interest slavery and the ruthless expulsion 

international finance from Great Britain is a fundamental action which we intend to undertake. 

  In a true National State no one could make a living without productive physical or intellectual work. The unproductive, 

with the exception of invalids and the elderly (and other groups which aren‟t subversive and asocial), are parasites. The 

worst type of parasites is the stock exchange bandits and speculators who rule this system of “democracy”. All of this 

financial democracy is essentially a Jewish idea. It is not intended to discuss the proof of this here, but this can be easily 

shown to the public by solid factual and documented material. 
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  True Socialism is inseparable from true Nationalism. This means that we are both Nationalists and Socialists. We are 

anti-capitalists and we are anti-Marxists. A popular term for this stance is “third positionism”. However, though we do 

are far from indifferent to economic and social problems and though we view them as an important part of the general 

decadent situation in Britain, Europe and the Western world, we are not economic determinists. Our principle is 
essentially racial-ethnic determinism. 

 

RACIAL DETERMINISM 

  Above we have mentioned “economic determinism” and “racial determinism”. Now both these terms shall be 

concisely discussed from the perspective of the worldview of The British National Socialist Movement. All “viable” 

political parties and movements of the system we can call “financial democracy” are based upon the materialistic 

tenets of economic determinism. What does this mean, to be clearer about it? It means that he who is an economic 

determinist, views economics and materialistic aspects of the world as the essence of everything, as the absolute kernel 

of society and ideological thinking. It is our conviction that such an outlook is sprung from terrible and racially suicidal 

error. Our worldview and our political position are based on the basic idea of racial determinism. As racial 

determinists, we view the biological-psychological (physical-spiritual) essence of man and his separate and distinct 

entities (nations and races) as the absolute and, therefore, most fundamental and important factor. Why? Let us think 

logically: things like economics are, of course, important and essential in the life of any Folk community, however, they 

are, more or less, the result of social constructs. Race, nationality and ethnicity, on the other hand, are not social 

constructs, race, by the way, are never and can never be a social construct. Race is an absolutely natural and essential 

factor. Therefore, we see the most fundamental and important aspect of national and also all organic human life in 
RACE. Nationhood and Race are the ends, everything else are but means to achieve the power and the advancement of 

the NATION AND THE RACE. Therefore, we view our ends not in economical thinking or goals, but in racial and 

nationalistic-cultural thinking. This concept is racial determinism. We promote racial determinism in opposition to 

cheap economic determinism. We raise the idea of racial and national idealism against the system of financial Mammon 
and raceless, cultureless materialism. We understand that we must live and that when the time comes, we must also die, 

but our country and our NATION must live on, our RACE must live on. That is what matters. 

 

RACIAL IDEALISM 

  The dialectic and philosophy of, let us say, Marxism, is the basis of the concept of “dialectic materialism”. The outlook 

of the “democrats” is also essentially materialistic, both of these concepts, both democracy (liberalism, capitalism and 

everything else “democratic”) and Marxism, are based on economic determinism. The Worldview of National Socialism, 

however, is opposed to both these anti-national and anti-racial ideas through its fundamental promotion of racial 

determinism in opposition to the materialistic economic determinism of other doctrines, as we have established above. 

  Our philosophy, our ideology, our WORLDVIEW AND POLITICAL POSITION is essentially based on the idea of idealism. 

Individualistic and decadent tendencies tend to be materialistic and pathologically egotistic. National Socialism, on the 

other hand, is in direct and categorical opposition to such conceptions. The centre of our worldview is RACE; it is the 

most important factor in history, sociological and other factors. Of course, this does not mean that we deny factors such 

as environment, economics, production relations and other similar factors. However, it is our fundamental conviction 

that the factor of RACE is central and most important, absolute. 

  Another important aspect of what we call “racial idealism” is the concept of altruism inside and a healthy egotism on 

the outside. This, of course, is part of what Lincoln Rockwell termed the “law of biological integrity” (which we have 
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mentioned earlier here). The Nation is an organic and also spiritual entity (as established earlier) and a fundamental 

law is the concept of altruism among the members of the Nation, however, this altruism can never be universal or 

without end. It begins within the Nation and the Race and ends exactly where they end. 

  When one can live and die for something, sacrifice his personal egoism for something, and then one is truly alive.  
However, the modern “consumerist” society of multiracial-capitalistic insanity and decadence forms people and society 

to be not idealists, but materialistic protoplasmic blobs, thus creating legions of human trash with no purpose of life or 

existence. It is the conviction of National Socialists that he, who has nothing to die for, has no justification or true 

purpose to live for. In a conscious society the best citizens and countrymen will always see it as their honour and duty, if 

necessary, to make the ultimate sacrifice for the Nation. 

 

WHAT DO WE STAND FOR? 

  We, the British National Socialist Movement, stand for the resurrection of Great Britain, for the salvation of the British 

Nation and the White Aryan race, for social and economic justice in our State, for spiritual rebirth. We are against the 

forces of subversion, multiculturalism, sexual perversion, immorality and judeo-capitalism. The creation of a National 

State and a system of economic and social justice is one of our fist directives. We are nationalists, socialists and 

racialists. Now we shall concisely define what we mean by this in order for the public to understand what we truly stand 

for and believe in. 

  As nationalists, we believe in our Folk community and Nation. We believe in its cultural and racial integrity and the 

defence of this with all means necessary. We define Nationalism as a radical form of national and racial self-defence, 

with an ideological and political basis. 

  National Socialists are nationalists, but cannot be true nationalists without being true socialists. As was explained 

before, we are not Marxists; we are essentially anti-Marxist and anti-capitalist. The primary principle of our concept of 

“Socialism”, we shall repeat, is: “The common interest before self interest.” 

  We are also racists. We are racialists. However, this has nothing to do with so-called “racial hate”. We do not “hate” 

anyone for one‟s racial, ethnic or national affiliation. This whole idea of “racial hatred” and demonization of racial 

thinking is a cheap and false propaganda trick of the system we called earlier, “financial democracy”. The genuine 

racism – racialism – is the promotion of the fundamental principle that one must keep his race pure, defend the living 

space of one‟s Nation and race. Britain is for the British, for the WHITE MEN, not for the Negroes. Neither is Africa or Asia 

for us. We have no intention of promoting “hate” if our OWN LIVING SPACE and OUR OWN NATION and RACE isn‟t violated. 

  Racialism, racism, in the true meaning of the term, is biological integrity, defence of the race and natural struggle for 

its survival and, of course, advancement. This is self evident from the realization that in world history there isn‟t such a 

thing as “stagnation”: it is always advancement, evolution, or degeneration, devolution. The most important and 

fundamental evolution/devolution is that of the biological species to which one belongs and its biological-psychological 

essence. Therefore, we stand for the biological-psychological (RACIAL) evolution and advancement of White (Aryan) 

mankind and the British Nation. We are experiencing a terrible degeneration of our race; we are under a programme 

of racial genocide which benefits the Zionist Mafia and the system of international finance which it created. 

  Stand with us, pick up the holy swastika banner and FIGHT FOR YOUR PEOPLE, FOR YOUR OWN NATION AND THE 
RECONSTRUCTION OF BRITAIN INTO A POWERFUL NATIONAL-RACIAL STATE! THE TIME HAS COME TO EMBRACE TRUE AND 
ORGANIC NATIONALISM, TO DISCARD THE SYSTEM OF FINANCIAL DEMOCRACY AND TO SPIT ON THE SELL OUTS LIKE THE 
“BRITISH NATIONAL PARTY” AND OTHER KOSHER “ALTERNATIVES”. 
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  BRITON, WHITE MAN: NOW IS THE TIME TO FIGHT FOR GREATER BRITAIN, NOW IS THE TIME TO FIGHT FOR THE WHITE 
RACE, FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE AND TRUTH! STAND UP AND FIGHT! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The content of this issue is as follows: 

The Story of William Joyce – A short biography of the legendary National Socialist radio propagandist 

The Jews in the money – A look at the global capitalist Jews and their domination of the business world 

$atanic Takeover – A comparison between capitalism, communism and Satanism 

The Jews who pull the strings – A closer look into the Jews behind the media, the press and the government 

British National Party – An expose of the BNP kosher nationalists as well as their Marxist opponents 

Eugene TerreBlanche – Remembering the life of the Boer martyr 

Racial Volunteer Force – An article taken from the website of the Racial Volunteer force. 

Remembering the past and looking forward to the future – The author‟s final thoughts about the issue. 
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William Joyce was a prominent British Nazi propagandist, famous for broadcasting  

 the programme “Germany Calling” from Germany to England via medium-wave radio. This is his story: 

 

William Joyce was born on the 24th of April 1906 in Brooklyn, New York where he spent 3 years of his life before 

travelling to his father's homeland of Ireland. He was educated in a Catholic convent school from the years 1915 to 1921. 

He moved to England in 1922, it was there that he developed his interest in Fascism, he supported British Fascisti and 

often got into brawls and conflicts with left-wing agitators, Jews and Communists consequently receiving his trademark 

scar across the left hand side of his face. 

 

He was disappointed by British Fascisti's lack of progress and when he joined the Conservative party in 1931 he found 

them to weak and hold dishonest policies. When the British Union of Fascists (BUF) was founded he was quick to sign his 

name up and established himself as a terrific Orator and in 1934 he was rightfully given the title of Propaganda 

Director later that year he became Deputy Leader of the party. It's clear to see how Mosley and Joyce differed, Joyce 

openly supported Hitler whereas Mosley adhered more the Mussolini and the Italian Fascists for example. Due to the 

unfortunate election results in 1937 Mosley decided to reduce his amount of paid staff drastically, this included Joyce. 

Soon after Joyce left and formed National Socialist League with about 60 other former BUF members though number 
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dropped and they party began to simmer down in 1938 leaving only about 40 loyal members in 1939 when Joyce moved 

to Germany. 

 

One week after the declaration of war Joyce received information that if he did not leave the country he would be 

detained, like so many others were, under the defence regulation 18B. The purpose of this was to prevent anti-British 

terrorism from people likely to support Germany‟s National Socialist regime and of course Joyce fell into that category 

so he fled to Berlin. 

 

Joyce found great difficulty in finding work in Germany that was until he had a chance meeting with Dorothy Eckersley, 

a fellow follower of Mosley and the second wife of the British Broadcasting Corporation‟s chief editing engineer Peter 

Eckersley. She got him an audition with Dr. Erich Hetzler at the German radio centre where he was immediately given 

the job of writing scripts and giving announcements for German radio‟s English service.  

It was officially frowned upon (but never illegal) to listen to his radio shows in Great Britain, but regardless of this many 

people did whether out of mockery to him, curiosity of the “other side of the trench” or admiration or sympathy of the 

National Socialists‟ cause as Joyce hoped. He even attracted as many listeners as the BBC radio at one stage. 

It was on the radio that Joyce found his niche, his oratory skills he was rewarded for in the BUF really shone through 

here.  His show was often centred on German military advancements and achievements in an effort to lower the Brits‟ 

morale. 

The nickname Lord Haw-Haw was a name given to all the Nazi English-Language radio propagandists, yet it‟s usually 

used to refer to Joyce. The term was originally coined in a copy of the British newspaper the “Daily Express”. 

 

Many British people considered Joyce to be something of a traitor to Great Britain and their soldiers fighting abroad. 

Most of the pseudo-patriotic masses of Great Britain wanted his head. This of course was preposterous, he loved the 

Great British people yet he despised the Jews who‟ve manipulated their land and brainwashed their countrymen into 

fighting against the common good of National Socialism, he even gave lectures over the radio to the British on how to 

treat different sorts of bomb wounds using basic first aid.  

His radio broadcasts served Germany well and for his efforts Hitler awarded him (although not in person) the War Merit 

Cross award (1st and 2nd class). But his skills in aiding the struggle were not limited to the recording studio he also 

produced many propaganda leaflets and the book “Twilight over England” in which he made comparisons between the 

Judeo-Capitalist Great Britain and the glory of National Socialist Germany.  

His infamous last broadcast is deeply moving to listen to, it was recorded as the Russian forces were moving in and the 

Allied bombers were ripping apart Germany on the 30th of April. The programme was recorded whilst Joyce was heavily 

drunk and he can be heard to slur some of his words while he is speaking. He warned Britain of the consequences of 

what they have done in aiding the destruction of Europe and talked about it being slowly captured into the “menace” of 

the Soviet Union before the climaxing words “Heil Hitler and farewell” 
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After the war was over Joyce was captured in a forest near the German-Danish border, there intelligence officers 

engaged him and asked if he was Joyce. He reached for his jacket pocket to get a false passport which he had in case of 

such an occurrence yet the soldiers misconstrued this and believe he was reaching for a weapon; they fired 1 round 

leaving 4 wounds to his upper thighs and buttocks. He was then taken to London to be tried for 3 counts of high treason 

at the Old Bailey. 

Found guilty he was sentenced to be hung at the gallows at 9pm on the 3rd of January in 1946, leaving behind his 

immortal final words “In death, as in life, I defy the Jews”. He was buried on prison grounds until his remains were 

taken to his father‟s homeland, Ireland. 

 

William Joyce was truly a National Socialist martyr and we must lead by his example of courage if the 14 words and a 

White Europe are ever going to be achieved. May he be remembered forever. 
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The Jews in the money. 

It is becoming increasingly difficult to walk down any highstreet in Great Britain without witnessing the foul sight of 

Jewish globalisation, each day the international Jew mafia tighten their grip on this nation‟s retail and economy. It 

doesn‟t matter if you live down the road or on the other half of the world you‟ll be able to recognise most, if not all of 

the Zionist/Jewish corporations I will list in this article. 

One good example of this is Marks and Spencer‟s supermarket, their Co-founder Marks was a Russian Jew and have been 

firm supporters of Zionism ever since. Lord Marcus Sieff, a long time manager of Marks and Spencer‟s has stated the 

development of Israel was one of the companies prime objectives. The JTA (Jewish Television Agency) has reported "The 

Israeli ambassador to England recently honoured Marks & Spencer for the company's continued support of Israel.".   

Coca-Cola has been devout supporters of the Israeli domination of Palestine for some time, even going so far as to 

sponsor a Zionist Linda Gradstein lecture along with “friends of Israel” and National Hillel in 2002. Coca-Cola‟s fierce 

rivals Pepsi however assisted an Arab boycott of Israel until 2002, and then they began to trade extensively with Israel. 

Coca-cola has a strong domination of the soft drinks industry, fanta, sprite, Dr. Pepper(UK), Kia Ora and Lilt are all 

Coca-Cola brands. 

Intel is a company that dwarfs all opposition in its field, competition from AVG and Nvidia is tiny in comparison to this 

multi million, global company. Intel produces a wide variety of computer hardware including: processors, 

motherboards, adaptors and controllers. Intel are one of the Israel‟s largest and most powerful supporters. 

This lists just a few of the largest companies to have sold out the international Jew, but the message of this article is to 

beware when you buy that you‟re not funding the Israeli terror state or the global Satanic church of Judaism. 

We hope you will try avoiding the following products in future. 

Food and Drinks: Coca-Cola, McDonalds, Nestle, Starbucks, M&S, KFC and Danone 

Media and Press: Disney, 20th century Fox, Miramax films, Dreamworks studios, The Daily Telegraph, The Times, The 

Daily Mail, Sky TV, National Geographic, CNN and The Sun. 

Technology: Intel, IBM, AOL and Nokia 

Clothing: Selfridges, Wonderbra, Huggies (nappies and baby clothes), Tommy Hilfiger, Timberland and Sara Lee 

END THE OCCUPATION 
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$atanic takeover 

Satanism, devil worship or whatever you want to call it has many definitions, Anton Levey, who by the way, is Jewish, 

describes it as pure selfishness and self-preservation, in other words, putting yourself as number one. By this definition, 

the two economic systems of Communism and Capitalism are both satanic. In the case of capitalism, that is centred 

around attaining goods, power, land and of course; money. These are achieved by creating a business and encouraging 

it to grow and crush opposition. The business grows by making more money than is spent on wages, investments, 

advertising and so on; in short it works by extorting the people that propel the business, the workers work so the 

capitalist makes money, capitalism is selfishness. One of the wisest quotations of Jesus is that man cannot serve two 

masters; you cannot be loyal to money/possessions/self preservation and God, land and folk. Socialism is the opposite 

of this insanity, Socialism puts the needs of the many above one‟s own, and it is a truly selfless doctrine.  

In regards to nature, Capitalism see‟s nature as nothing more than a source of wealth and possibility, National Socialism 

was inspired by the natural world and seeks to preserve its majesty and restore its balance. 

 A symbol used by Satanists is the inverse pentagram, the inverse pentagram does not occur in nature. In nature 

everything goes up to one point above all else, the roots of a flower and its leaves are below the petals and pollen, a 

man has two legs but only one head. Satanism, like communism puts this on its head, instead two points and above the 

top point. The many control the few. It fails to acknowledge that strong leadership is just as important as loyal workers. 

The foreman is as essential as the workers; the landowner is as important as the peasants and so on. When this breaks 

down is the parasites, the people that leach of this system those who do nothing yet control everything. To return to my 

original point, communism is Satanism in practise, it disobeys the natural order of God‟s creation and destroys and 

distorts everything. To put it as George Lincoln Rockwell did it is cancer, he justified that cancer is the uncontrollable 

growth of cell at the rest of the body‟s expense, “it‟s like” he said “if your hands refused to gather food because your 

stomach gets it all” 

National Socialism, on the other hand, understands the need for good leadership, it also understands that workers need 

better conditions and those parasites such as the Jewish aristocracy, beggars, thieves and other leaches are amongst the 

largest threat to the nation and must be stopped. It is selfless, humble and acts in the interests of the nation and its 

people only, not to exploit, not to make profit but rather for the progression of the Aryan race and seek revenge on 

those that sold us out. National Socialist are idealists and fight for a better world, not filling their pockets or attaining 

tyranny.  
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The BNP 

About 5 months ago the British National Party (BNP) made a „controversial‟ appearance on the BBBC programme 

„Question time‟. Fierce protests outside by Unite Against Fascism, Hope Not Hate and other scum almost caused the 

programme not to air. A similar story came up in May last year as Nick Griffin was supposedly to attend a garden party 

at Buckingham Palace, yet when opposition was too thick he cowered away from this opportunity and pulled out. The 

party has been no stranger to controversy and it seems everyday there‟s some story or another about the BNP.  

BNP are frequently called “Nazis and Fascists” by their opposition, in fact, that is often the entire basis of their 

argument. I personally asked a supporter of “hope not hate”, an anti-BNP group, “why do you not 

want him (Griffin) to appear on TV?” she simply replied “He‟s a 

Nazi” I then said “so, why don‟t you want him on TV, surely if he is 

an „evil Nazi‟ like you say people watching will be repulsed by 

him”. Her ignorant response got me thinking, the words “Nazi” and 

“fascist” are little more than political slurs nowadays that mean 

nothing. Everyone from Bin Laden to President Obama has been compared to Adolf 

Hitler and/or Nazis. And very few people understand what it means to be National 

Socialist, they think it just means gassing Jews and bombing towns, it couldn‟t be 

further from the truth of course.  

To get back to my earlier topic, the BNP, anyone who is a true Nazi must never associate with the BNP, they are our 

enemies. They consider Jews to be British, they support the terror state of Israel and the corrupted, weak system of 

government, Democracy, look up to the half-Jewish, war-criminal, Zionist, pig Churchill. Griffin is a coward and a liar. 

But of course when compared to his opponents, the „anti-racists‟ he is the lesser of two evil, Hope Not Hate and Unite 

Against Fascism are total hypocrites, they claim to believe in democracy yet want anyone who doesn‟t agree with them 

and their vision of a “multicultural Britain” silenced. They‟re the enemies of the White working class and cannot be 

reasoned with. For victory we must expose who they are, debate them, report them and do what you can to destroy this 

risk of a Marxist dream being put into reality. What they believe is anti-logic. When they call you a racist, never deny it, 

when they call you a Nazi, prove them right, when they call you a Fascist, take it as a compliment. Without their slurs, 

they are powerless. They are like political bullies, if you stand up to them, they will fall. Stay strong and never back 

down. The BNP will never be able to defeat them because they are afraid of the names they are called, they hate being 

compared to Nazis. We cannot win if we spend half our time clarifying “well I‟m not racist but...” or “I‟m not saying 

they should ALL go back” and “diversity is all well and good but...” 

If we are going to win we cannot hide behind slogans like that, nor can we win by overestimating the public. The public 

listen to rock music, not thought-provoking speeches, they watch cartoons and stand-up comedians not long, detailed 

documentaries, they read novels and comic books, not interesting books, they discuss interests like cars and gadgets not 

philosophy or even their heritage. The masses of people are not intellectuals and they will not take in streams of 

statistics or ideological material, we must cater to their interests to educate them. Appeal to their hearts not their heads. 

Use emotional language in propaganda; write catchy songs, funny cartoons and passionate speeches. These are the 

tactics of our enemies, people on our side sometimes have moral obligations to this type of education but if we don‟t 

win, will it be worth it? We are on the verge of the destruction of the White race and Britain as a nation, if this does not 

justify this type of activity, what does? 
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He is often considered the forefront of the South African White resistance. He has stood in many elections apposing 

Marxism and democracy. He devoted his life to his folk. This man is Eugene Terreblanche, his last name literally 

translates from French to “White world” and due to his recent, untimely death at the age of 69 at the hands of a black 

savage. I have written this article in memory of him. 

He was born into a family of patriotic, military men and he certainly passed this flame on. His grandfather; a cape rebel 

in the Second Boer War, his father was a lieutenant colonel of the South African Defence Force and being raised on a 

farm he was a true Boer. 

South Africa has always been a powder keg of racial conflict and uncertainty and Eugene quickly chose a pro-White 

attitude, in school he formed a group known as Jong Afrikanerhart. He was originally employed as a police officer in 

what is now Namibia. He had many objections to the liberal policies pouring out of the government in the 70‟s and so 

he and 6 other nationalist Boers formed the Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging (AWB). 

He spoke with passion on behalf of the AWB in both Afrikaans and English and this gained much support of the party 

which amassed to 70,000 in its height. He was appalled by the idea of ending the apartheid; he viewed this as South 

Africa surrendering to communism. He stated back then that if power was handed to Mandela he would expect a full 

scale civil war and when President De Klerk held a meeting in TerreBlanche‟s home town of Ventersdorp in 1991 he 

organised a protest which turned violent and this resulted in the death of 4 people. 

2,000 AWB supporters and roughly the same amount of police officers attended the so-called “battle of Ventersdorp”. 

The AWB armed themselves with nothing but simple hunting rifles and pistols, they wore plaster of Paris on their arms 

to help protect against the police dog‟s teeth and used vinegar and rags of cloth to help them withstand the police‟s tear 

gas. The AWB fired at the police and cut off the electricity, these actions lead to the police being ordered to shoot to kill. 

Eugene felt that the president was a coward and a traitor to his own police force for not attending his speech and he 

released the statement "Where is De Klerk? I want to talk to him. He came here armed. Here lies a man on the ground 

and over there lies a man" (referring to injured policemen). 

He believed he was entitled to South Africa and knew force was needed to claim what was rightfully his. He organised a 

siege of the Kempton Park World Trade Centre on the 25th of June 1993 where discussions referring to the end of the 

apartheid era were being held and 3 thousand protesters from various conservative groups came including the AWB. 

This attack led to the government tightening their laws on paramilitary groups. 
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Although TerreBlanche despised the media attempts to twist his words and create a negative image for him, he has 

appeared in three British documentaries, and the first was back in 1991, “the leader, his driver and the driver‟s wife” 

and was by Nick Broomfield, this was followed up in 2006 with “His big White self” in that film he complements Nick on 

his previous film and says he watched it on various occasions. When appearing in an episode about Boer Separatists for 

“Louis Theroux‟s Weird Weekends” he appeared to get very frustrated as Louis began misquoting him and putting 

words into his mouth about what his goals for South Africa where he raised his voice and said to him “I don‟t need you 

or your or your publicity”. Despite his negative image given by the South African media he rose to number 25 on a list 

of “100 great South Africans” for a South African Television programme. 

He served a jail sentence of 3 years out of his sentenced 6 in 2001 for 2 charges of assault. He stated that in prison he 

became a born again Christian and said he has moderated some of his racist views as a result. 

Throughout his later years TerreBlanch continued to fight for a South African free-state and Boer liberation. In 2009 he 

told the mail and guardian (a tabloid newspaper in South Africa) that he would intend to unite 26 organisations under 1 

umbrella and that he intended to publish his biography “The Blue Mountains of Long Ago” in the future. 

He was murdered on the 3rd of April on his farm, located just outside of Ventersdorp. He was beaten savagely by two 

black males aged 15 and 21 with pipes and machetes in response to a dispute over wages. His death moved many 

people and thousands attended his funeral on the 9th of April when he was later buried on his beloved farm. Many high 

ranking police officials and politicians have expressed sympathy with his family. The president of South Africa released 

a statement saying that this murder was a “Terrible deed” he also described it as “cowardly”. 

He has dedicated his life to his race and his heroism and determination will never be forgotten. May he rest in peace. 
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Racial Volunteer Force 

 

The Racial Volunteer Force (RVF) is an activist organisation, and because “The StormTrooper” is dedicated to promoting 

any activism for the National Socialist cause, we have chosen to feature an article from their website 

(www.rvfonline.com) to help spread their word. 

AIMS OF THE RVF 

 

UNITY 

 

One of the main aims of the RVF is to work to work for unity between comrades involved in our cause. The RVF firmly 

believes that without unity that our cause cannot move forward and win this War.  The RVF believes that all true 

National Socialists/White Nationalists must put aside differences in beliefs, differences that are perceived to exist 

between  groups  and co operate for the common good of the cause. We believe that grievances that exist between 

comrades, should be dealt with as private matters between those individuals. Our cause already has enough splits, 

without groups getting involved in personal disputes. 

Our cause is about working for the future survival of our race.   The RVF  acknowledges that it is unrealistic to imagine 

all  comrades can become best of friends. But we do believe that all Real comrades can  put  their belief in the cause 

first and find ways to work with other genuine comrades or at the very least not hinder the work of other comrades. 

The RVF  is happy to work with any comrades that genuinely seek to  further the aims of the 14 words. The RVF will 

always be an independent organisation, it does not seek to join with any other groups. Furthermore the RVF respects 

the right of any other National Socialist or White Nationalist group to exist and expects the same in return. The RVF is 

not prepared to become involved in name calling, back stabbing, petty arguments or any other activities that lead to 

disunity in the cause. These things can only benefit ZOG and hurt our cause. ZOG wants to keep disunity  in our cause, as 

it knows separately we cannot win the War. But comrades acting together can. ZOG fears unity, that is why we as 

comrades in the fight for the 14 words must embrace it. 

 

Other Aims 

 

The RVF believes that only by riding our nations of the present corrupt political systems can we achieve the aims of the 

14 Words.  We believe that our people must embrace the ideology of National Socialism if we are to preserve our race 

and see it prosper in the future.  National Socialism is an ideology based on folk and family, race and nation, blood and 

soil.  An ideology that can be the salvation of our people.  White people worldwide must reawaken the spirit that once 

made our Race great. We must reject the corrupt capitalist system that  has caused the present degeneration of our 

http://www.rvfonline.com/
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race. We are the real defenders of the White working class, not the left who claim to stand up for the workers while 

selling them out to the multicultural hell we are in now. We must reject the evils of the left. 

 

The RVF believes that  the White race must be master in its own homelands. That our nations must be run by White 

people for the benefit of white people. Not for the benefit of ZOG, the exploitative corporations and finance houses or 

the money grabbing Aliens who flood our Nations. We must dismantle the system that ZOG has put in place. The RVF 

does not believe that ZOG will ever let us win our fight by the use of the so called Democratic system. A system so corrupt 

that it works against the good of our peoples, not for it. Events in recent years have shown this to be true.  As a Militant 

Revolutionary pro White organisation the RVF believes that we must take on not only ZOG but the corrupt politicians it 

hides behind, the multiculturists, the race traitors, the agents of ZOG, the Aliens that seek to destroy our culture and 

values and replace them with their own, the agitators of the left, the capitalists that seek to exploit our people.  We 

must show no mercy, as the system will show us none.  We must not regret any tactics that must be used to secure the 

aims of the 14 words. The RVF believes that we must fight back now and also prepare for the future. The RVF believes 

that we must target our activities to create the largest possible impact on the System. With the resources available to our 

cause just now we cannot afford to use the random and uncoordinated tactics of the past, which have resulted in little 

real progress for the cause.  Time grows short for our Race; we can no longer sit and wait.  Our fight will not be a short 

one, nor will it be without its martyrs or dangers to those involved. But it is a fight that we can win. 

We must destroy the menace of drug dealers, paedophiles and other trash that infect our nations and destroy our 

children's futures. ZOG will not act against them, so we in the cause must. Most of all the RVF believes that everyday we 

must fight however we can to resist the System and the destruction of our Race and to work for the 14 words. 

Being a Volunteer is not for everyone. We would urge comrades to think long and hard before they decide to become a 

volunteer. The RVF is a militant activist group; its members do not sit typing on the Internet or dreaming about activity 

in bars. They are hands on activists. Being a member of the RVF carries the very real risk, as has been seen recently, of 

you serving a jail sentence.  If you are not prepared to risk imprisonment, losing friends, family or jobs for the RVF and 

the cause then it is probably not for you; there are many other excellent organisations that may be more suited to you.  

Once you have become a Volunteer there is no going back, the RVF expects your unquestioning loyalty always and for 

you to stick to the "no comment" rule when dealing with the state. Unlike other so called militant groups we will not 

deal with people who have made statements to the State. But in return you will always receive unreserved support and 

loyalty from your comrades in the RVF. The RVF is in the struggle to the end, there will be no accommodations with ZOG, 

there will be no running away, we will never surrender no matter what ZOG throws at us. 
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Remembering the past and looking forward to the future. 

November is an important month for all National Socialists, it is the time we remember not only the birth of Adolf Hitler, 

nor just the birth of Rudolf Hess, we don‟t just remember these names and dates but we remember the courage they 

represented in the Munich Putsch when 16 courageous Nazis lay down their live for what they knew was right. They 

drew blood for us, for us to fail would be a terrible waste. Each leaflet you disperse, each speech you make, each flag 

you fly and each march you march you do it for them. They fell yesterday so we shall rise tomorrow. We remember 

Hitler and Hess also for their oratory skill which won them the support of the masses; we remember their fanatic 

devotion which encouraged them through their darker times. We learn from the past as we move to the future. Hitler‟s 

birth was a blessing to the world, his theory of National Socialism we save the world from the hands of Juda and the 

corruption of Marxism. 

It doesn‟t take a genius to know that this magazine was inspired by “Der Stuermer” 

which translates as The Stormer or The Attacker. It was produced by Julius Streicher, a 

man regarded by myself as a hero and genius, his paper played an important part in 

gathering support and motivating followers for a National Socialist revolution in 

Germany. He not only published this paper but also books educating children of the 

Jew‟s evil doings, including the notorious “Der Giftpilz” which compared the German 

Jews to a poisonous and deadly mushroom or toadstool, it says: “Just as it is often hard 

to tell a toadstool from an edible mushroom, so too it is often very hard to recognise the 

Jew as a swindler and criminal.”.  The booklet also informs the reader of some horrific 

and shocking areas of The Talmud and the grotesque acts they have performed in the 

past to both humans for blood sacrifice and animals to ensure they are “Kosher”.  

His publication was very effective in opening Germany‟s eyes to the atrocities of the alien 

Jewish people in Germany and many senior Nazi officials were complimentary of its use. 

Hopefully this publication, our sister publication “Šturmuotojas” in Lithuania, and all papers dedicated to forwarding 

the National Socialist cause carry on its spirit. 

Propaganda is an absolute must nowadays; we must use all our resources to saving our race and nation for extinction, 

tyranny and death. Use all of our skills for the good of humanity. If you can sing, you must use that, if you can write, use 

that, if you can paint or draw, use that. Always do your best, otherwise, if we fail, you will be partially to blame, we‟re 

responsible for our people, the 14 words state we must secure the existence of our people, and a future for white 

children, we must, not the next generation, not someone else, today, not tomorrow, not next week.  

HAIL VICTORY 
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How you can help The StormTrooper 

 Thank you for reading the publication, we hope you have enjoyed it, if you would like to help with the production of 

The StormTrooper we are a strictly non-profit magazine and so will not accept any donations of money, however, you 

can help the magazine by any of the following methods: 

 If you‟re a talented writer you can send a proposal of an article to us at notokosher@yahoo.com 

 If you represent a pro-White organisation and would like us to publish information about your group send an 

email to notokosher@yahoo.com you could also write an article about your group 

 If you have any suggestions about how the magazine is produced or any feedback at all mail 

notokosher@yahoo.com  

 But finally, the simplest way you can help this publication is by telling more and more people about the 

magazine and encouraging a larger audience. 
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